EVENTS THAT
SHAPED THE
HISTORY OF SAFETY
ledge

The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire
And the Birth of the Modern ASSP

THE BACKDROP

On March 25, 1911, the Triangle
Shirtwaist Factory in New York
caught flames, where over 100
people perished.

Owned by Max Blanck and Isaac Harris, the
factory was located on the top three floors
of the Asch Building, and employed young
immigrant women who toiled in cramped
spaces with sewing lines.

The building had four
elevators with access to the
factory floors, but only one
was operational.

Out of the two stairways that
exited to the street, one was
locked from the outside, and the
other one opened inward.

While the danger of fire in such
factories was familiar, corruption
ensured the negation of
precautionary measures.

Blanck and Harris refused to
install sprinkler systems to
collect insurance money in
the event of a fire.

Panic ensued as the fire grew and
workers tried to escape using
the elevator that could hold
only 12 people at a time.
Attempts to extinguish the fire
were unsuccessful due to the
rotted hose and rusted valve.

THE
INCIDENT

In a desperate attempt to escape the
fire, women plunge to their death
down the elevator shafts and jumped
off the building.

On the afternoon of March 25, a
fire began in the rag bin with
600 workers in the factory.

Girls who took the stairs, or were
trapped inside, met awful demises.

THE CONSEQUENCES
Within 18 minutes, it was all over.

49
workers burned or
suffocated to death.

36

58
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died in the elevator shaft.

died from jumping
off the building.

more workers died
later from injuries.

Out of the 146 who died, 127 were women mostly in their late
teens or early 20s, two 14-year old girls and 17 men.

THE LESSONS WE CAN LEARN
110 years later today, the Triangle fire still reminds us the importance of taking
measure for workers’ safety.
The Sullivan-Hoey Fire Prevention Law
passed in October 1911 demanded factory
owners to install sprinkler systems in their
buildings, established the New York City
Fire Prevention Bureau, and bolstered the
power of the fire commissioner.

The Factory Investigating Commission
was established with unprecedented
authority across the NY state to
investigate the incident, and institute
stronger safety measures.

The American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE)
now the American Society of Safety Professionals
(ASSP) was founded in October 1911.

Avetta celebrates safety and the progress that has been made to
continually improve the safety culture of any workplace. We strive to
inculcate a culture of safety and sustainability across enterprises and
want to ensure that every worker returns home safe.
See More History of Safety Infographics.
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